
Updates to Favourite South Cotswold Walks Book One
Why not print these off to take with you.

Walk 1 - May 2010 Amended wording paragraph C, line 6 “At hedge turn R over stile in horse jump”, note there is now
no stile step. The path is diagonally up across field to R of three nearby large trees, then straight up to the middle of
the brow. Over brow then head to a kissing gate (this replaces second  stile in horse jump to the right of drinking
trough. Continue in same direction (waymarked) ... NB If the field is cropped and impassable,  return to the first men-
tioned horse jump. Head uphill along L field boundary to the L of the three nearby trees. Arriving at a kissing gate, do
NOT go through L, but go R along the boundary of the same field to pass the drinking trough mentioned above and go
through kissing gate on L. Continue in same direction (waymarked)

Walks 2, 3, 4, 5. No updates needed.

Walk 6 Landmark pylon has gone! - May 2011 - Alter wording, paragraph F, lines 3-8 - "This takes you down ...double
stile by its base" to "This takes you down with a hedge on L to bottom of field and a stile. Cross into field and turn R.
With hedge on R in approx. 100 yds find double stile in hedge." Cross...

Walk 7  No updates needed.

Walk 8 Name Change  - Meeting point in large lay by near The King and Castle pub. This has changed its name to
The Pavillion.

Walks 9, 10, 11 No updates needed.

Walk 12 Parking news -  April 2016 - Dursley - The first choice for parking, May Lane CP (23 hour limit), is fine, but
tends to be full. If you need longer, the Long Street CP has now closed. Street parking is the only possibility.

Walk 13 Horsley  Please note The Bell and Castle pub in Horsley has been replaced with a new pub, The Hog.

Walks 14, 15, 16, 17 No updates needed.

Walk 18 Leighterton - January 2011 - The house at the start is now called Ivy House, not The Cuillin, and the Royal
Oak is now open again after being completely refurbished.
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